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Chapter 1
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Don’t worry!
I’ll get it!

 At last, a chance 
         to prove
             myself!

Inspector!

Plo
p

Hey!

PlipPlip
PlopPlop

HopHop!!
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A short break 
and I’ll get
        you…

I got
a side 

stitch…

Not… so… 
fast…

Hey!
Get Back!

Bloop
       bloop!

Ouch,
that

      hurt…

You’re all alone, dog!
No one can help

you now!

Ha ha ha,
a dead end!

Yee
haw

Flask!

Splok!
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Bloop 
bloop

Bloop 
bloop

Bloop
    bloop!

Rustle  bustle

PopPop

SPLASH

SPLASH

Bowel growl
Bowel growl
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I’m bored!!!

A week earlier

Chapter 2
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You know,
it’s perfectly

fine to be
bored.

What’s so fine about it?
Have you ever seen
the Ninja Turtles

getting bored?
Or Superman?!

 And I’ll never
!see the rays

 Another sun

goes down

Could have 
sworn I heard 
something…

Ha? Is
there anybody

here?

  I do all
the heavy

      lifting!

I never get
any help

   around the
     house!

Hey dad,
what are
you do…

Oookay…

Nadavi, I’m doing 
something, so go see if 
your father is available 

for adventures,
right?

Are you even listening to
    me?!

You can’t go on 
an adventure by 

yourself…
     you need a
        partner…

Okay and
what’s

stopping you?

I want a life of thrills! 
Adventures!

SwooshSwoosh
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    Come on!
      One last

press and it’s
my turn!

Hey! That
was not what
I meant!

No pain,
no gain!

Whatever.
Can I train
with you?

We are
training!

A. You stink!
B. We’re not

playing…

The place
stinks… can I play 

with you?
No gain!No pain!

Don’t 
want
to!

Go play with 
Ori!

Pleeease, 
Na’ama!
Come
on!

How
dare you 

enter
my

    room?

Na’ama! Tell 
your brother

to scram!

Hehe, what 
are you 
doing?

I know; he’s like
perfectly depressed!

Ryan is sooo 
emotional!

SLAM!
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Once upon a time…
there was a real
cool kid by the

name of… Naddy.

I don’t
need them,

I can
    play

         solo.

Theirritatingbunch!

I’ve had it
with all
of them! SLAM!
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He was really handsome and funny, but the 
other kids paid him no notice and thought 

he was an average Joe.

Wow, he’s s
o 

average!
Ha, 

true!
I have never
seen anybody
that average.

He then fled to the
woods, where he found a 
magic stone that gave

him powers.

Now he could move
things with telekinesis.

Easy now,
put me back 

down.

And even fly quite high (some 90 feet)

For the time
being. I might
yet improve.

Naddy decided that even though
the world was full of irritating
people he would still save it

every now and then.
And so he became Super Naddy!!!

Way to go!
Very noble
of you.

N

Being a hero isn’t bad. They make 
movies about you. Kids dress up 

like you on Halloween.

An a
utogr

aph, 

Pleas
e?

Halloween 
is over, but 
the costume 
stays on.

However, at some point it gets 
boring to save the world by 

yourself.

What’s up,

Super Na
ddy? 

How’s life?

All work, 
no play…

Until, one day, he saw another 
kid with super powers! I just love

my work.
Robbing banks

is sweet!

His name was Buddy, and his roar was so powerful,
it blew away anybody who stood in his way.

GROWWR!

Come on,
man, the banks

are worse
than me.
Seen their 

commissions?

Hey! Not half bad! 
Wanna join me in 
saving the world? What, with a suit

 

and everythin
g?

Sure, we’ll go
to Hero Outfitters.

The owner is a friend 
of my father’s.

You’ll get
a discount!

N N

N

N
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Together, they saved the city a bunch of times, and 
everybody cheered and wanted to be their friends.

Naddythe star!Naddythe star!
Naddy the 

star! Na
ddy

the sta
r!

Hey! This
song’s really

catchy!

Everything was perfect until the day Lava Man arrived!

What’s all this

law and order? 

Time for some 

hullaballoo!

Yeah,
you show

them! They just 
ruin the 

fun!

Lava Man is made of liquid fire,
so anything he touches burns!

Ha-ha,
hope you 

have

your sunb
lock

SPF 3000 
on!

My sunblock
cream is only

SPF 50…

I think
he was being 
sarcastic…

Oh…

N B

NB

Let’s 
party!

Such fun,
right? Fun ended

when you
burned down 
our home…

Everybody were so scared that they fled the city.

Save
 you

r 

soul
s!

Oh, no,

I left th
e 

boiler o
n!

Hop a little,
jump a little, one, 
two, three; Run a 
little, skip a little, 

tap on knee!

Where to?
My parents?

We went there the last fire. This time we’re staying at my parents’!

This 
is

horr
ific!

I know; it’stwo days since they lastcheered us!

What shal
l

we do?
Beats me.Never foughta lava monster before.

To be continued…

NB

NB
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Because you are about to meet the most
      astounding           heroes you ever

                                             encountered!

This is your
lucky day!

Ladies and gents, 
children of the 
neighborhood,

Tomorrow, 
everything 
is going to 

change.

Even better than
my early works! I can’t 

wait to show it to 
everybody!

Un… be… liev… able…
this is a masterpiece!

Chapter 3

The day after
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Hi,
Nadav…

Hi,
Tal…

Let me
through!

A 
bunny…?

Tal has a new bunny, 
and everybody wants 

to see him!

What’s
the fuss?

What’s going
on …?

And Super 
Buddy!

Super 
Naddy

CricketsCrickets

N
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Hey!
I nearly
forgot!

He’s really 
cute, 
right?

Did you see the 
nerve? Waiting
in line to pet

    a bunny?!

Next time,
if you want to play

with the bunny,
better get Tal

a present…

Hi, 
Nadav…

Unbelievable!
Who does he think
he is, telling me to

wait in line…?
Pfff…

Wait your 
turn at 
the end 
of the 
cue!

May
I pet
him?

Thanks.Nice new
bunny.
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Hey,
Guy!

So anyway,
like I said, this is 
Super Naddy and 

this…

I was
about to help, 
but he went

   away before
    I…

Thanks for the 
help, Guy!

Hey… my 
comic 
book…

Don’t
forget your 

heroes!

You don’t mind
me taking your
place in line,

right?

Hehe, got you! This 
is the stupidest thig 
I’ve seen in my life! 

Super Naddy,
pfff.

Really?!

Hey…
not that

bad at all…

Superheroes 
Super Naddy 

and Super
   Buddy…?

What’s this, 
nerd?

SnatchSnatch ShoveShove
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But you have
to understand

that he has a new 
bunny... what did

you expect?

Look, Nadav…
I realize you’re

annoyed that Tal gets
all the attention

now.

Hey,
what’s all the 

whispering 
about?!

I don’t
care, I have 
no intention 

of…

You have 
to! That’s 

how it 
works!

No chance 
I’m doing 

that.

This is the bit
where he becomes 

Touchy Nadav. 
Flatter him and

it’ll pass.

Nothing, 
never 
mind…

Okay… 
what is

it?

AHHHHH!

Its fur is like a cloud!It’s got an itsy-bitsy
nose that it puckers and

long funny whiskers,
and its fur…

Oh, comeoooon!

Tal let me play
with his
bunny!
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Brilliant
plan, if I may 

say so!

A Dog!!!

I need an attraction!
A pet everyone will want

to play with… I need…
Not

a single 
word.

He never 
heard a word 
I said, eh?

Right, right! 
You’re 
totally

       right…

That was not what I said! I meant 
that you have to realize you’re not 

the center of the world and
cannot be the constant

center of attention!

If I want
attention, I need
a pet that trumps

Tal’s bunny…

Hmm…
thanks…?

Shira, you may 
not believe this, 

but I think 
you’re right…

SLAP!
SLAP!
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       All I have to do
is to work my personal 
charm. With my puppy 

eyes, I’ll have them
in the palm of
       my hand…

How will you
convince your

parents?

Pfff,
where’s the

      problem?

What?

Hmm,
say…

That’s it for
me! Good luck, 

you two.

Chapter 4
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What? No!
But I wanted to ask 
something of you…

Nadav…
is everything okay? 

You look like
you need the 

bathroom.

Not this time, 
buddy!

But it
always
works!!

What?!

I already told you
not to bother with
the Look; it’s not

going to work.
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No
chance!

Forget it…

Com
e on

!! W
hat

am I a
skin

g?!?

ooNo

And sometimes
you just need

to learn to
accept…

Because in life you
don’t always get
what you want,

But why
nooot???
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And
Sashimi
the fish

Spicy
Eggplant the 

hamster

Secret 
Agent 

Rodriguez 
the guinea 

pig

Moor Cohen 
the cat

Mr. Cohen 
the bunny

Sorrel the 
hedgehog, Maria 

the canary, Yokozuna the mouse…

Simba
the parakeet, 

Louis the 
weasel, Sonic 
the turtle…

Okay,
that’s
two!

Shabtai the 
iguana…

Okay, 
that’s one!

Rami the 
Chinchilla.

What?
When did that 

happen??

Maybe because each 
time we had a pet it 
was us who took care 

of it in the end?

But why 
not???

Ple
as

e!

Please

Ple
as

e!

Please…

Please!!

how long 
were 
you in 

there…?

Please!!!
Please…

No…Please?No!
Please!
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Heavens,
I’m talking to

a fish…

All I wanted
was a best friend

to go on adventures 
and save the
world from

      monsters with!
Is that

too much to
ask for?!

Bloop

You don’t
happen to be
a wishing fish,

right?

What is the world 
coming to?!

    Unbelievable!
A kid makes one 
mistake thirty 

times and he’s not
     to be trusted

again!

PUKK!PUKK!

SPLASHSPLASH
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Sort of…Hey! Who’s there?
I am not afraid of you!

Coward!
Don’t

   leave me 
alone!

What if
it’s a 

monster?

You heard
that too,

right?

Heebie-
jeebies!

What was
that?

POP!POP!

Rustle bustle

SPLASH

SPLASH
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A mutt the size
of a playball with 
hypnotizing eyes
and movie-star-

charisma.

Hmm… what does he
                   look like?

Say, kid, did you
happen to see a stray 

dog? He’s the main 
suspect in a fish
felony. Classified

   information, cannot
       elaborate.What?

Is he looking 
for you?

You can hide all
you like, but I’ll find
you yet, little punk!

You have no family?!
That’s really sad!!!

Where’s
your

family?

Hey, little one…
what are you

doing out here
all alone?
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But you still
have that look of 

Childhood Innocence.

For some reason, my angelic face 
no longer affects them. I think it’s 

because this year I transitioned 
from an angel to a man…

But we’ll have to figure
out a way to convince
mom and dad, which

won’t be easy…

Okay, okay, fine! 
I can’t resist the 

Look… you can come 
with me.

Hey, this is
my trick!

Sorry, I can’t help you
further. They’ll throw me

in jail and I have math
exam next week!

Ha, you’re 
welcome! 

Ha,
stop it!

  Phew! That was
close! Why didn’t you

tell me you were
a fugitive??

If you ever need
help, my office is at

the fish market!

Result! 
Thanks, kid!

Yes! He ran 
that way!

LICKLICK
      LICKLICK
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But tomorrow 
they’ll take you

to a new
home…

Sorry, little 
one. I did my 

best.

One night.
Tomorrow we find
him a new home!

         But… but… he has no home and no father and
        mother and he needs me, so I promised
        to  guard and protect him. And I can’t
  break a promise. Where will he go? Look
     at him – he’s     so cute! He won’t
               be in anyone’s way and
            I promise that this
                      time…

We said no
and you still
got a dog?!!?

I found 
him…

But that was before…

Right…

If it’s about
that dog again, 

we already 
agreed th…

Only, please, 
keep an open 

mind.

Mom, Dad,
there’s something 

I want you
to see.

You just
hide behind me

until the moment
is right.

We can use it to our 
advantage. Combined 
with the element of 
surprise, I think we 
have a chance, kid.

SniffSniff
    SniffSniff
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Haha
Arf 
arf!

You’re so 
cute!

He’s –
with you…

Mom! Dad!Tiny one was dognapped, callthe police!!!

One!Where is he??

Morning, 
tiny…

Chapter 5
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But this time
you have to

promise to take 
good care of it,

no matter
what!

Yes, yes…
you can

keep him.

So that 
means…

And we just
couldn’t resist his 

saucer eyes…

The tiny one
sneaked into our bed 

this morning,
I

thought…

Haha, so 
cute.

Ha, he
licked me!Mom…?

Dad…?
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I have 
a dog!!!

Nah! No 
need…

You’re not
reading it?

Well, 
whatever…

A contract, so this
time you cannot go back

on your word.

What’s 
this…?

Good, so
sign here.

Okay, sure, 
what’s the 
problem?

One last small
issue–f you adopt
him you have to

commit.

I am so
happy!!!!!!

         And I’ll

introduce you to

all of my friends!

      
  And eat

     t
ogether and go

   to
 school together!

We will be best 
friends! And sleep 
together and play 

together!

I have 
a dog!!!

I have 

a dog!!!

I have a dog!!!

I have 
a dog!!!

I have a dog!!! I have a dog!!!
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Arf
  Arf

I think he
likes the name. 

Night, cute 
ones.

Coz he’s a star,
like Bart Simpson!

How about
Bart…?

Hmm…

Hey,
right!

You haven’t yet named him! You 
don’t intent to keep calling him 

tiny one, right?

What?

Say, didn’t 
you forget 
something?

Haha, relax
             already!

He’s a little 
rascal!

Me
first!

I wanna play 
with it!Unbelievable!!We really

have a dog?!

Because you’re the
            cutest ever!

And tomorrow I’ll 
show you off to all the 

neighborhood’s kids
and they’ll flip!

Yeah, totally! 
There’s food 
and a bed and 
everything! So 
much better
than where
you lived

    before.

Arf
      arf!

You’ll have great fun 
here tiny one, you’ll 

see!

Not the 
slightest…

He has no idea 
what he’s got 
himself into.

Now, if you don’t mind,
tiny one and I had
a long day and need

a rest.
Signed!

BOING
BOING BOING

BOING
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I have a dog.

Tomorrow, 
everything is 

going to
       change…

Wait and
see, Bart.

Night, 
mother. Chapter 6

The day after
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I just 
thought 
you’d be 

interested 
to know 
that…

Hmm…
nothing 
special…

What do you want, 
Nadav?

Really sorry to disrupt
your petting zoo…

Eh?

Hi, Tal…
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Must pet 
puppy!

Much
cuter than
a bunny!

I love
dogs!

A puppy?!

I have
a puppy!
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I told you 
everything’s
going to be
different!

Want my
comic book 
collection? I’ll do your 

homework for
a week!Fancy a 

pretzel?

Want my 
father’s 

car?

Take my 
iPod!

Want my 
basketball?

May 
I too, 

please?

Let me 
too.

What’s his 
name?Is he 

trained?

How old
is he?

Where did
you get him 

from?

May 
I play 
with 
him?

May
I pet

   him?
SSWWOOOOSHSH
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Hh, of course
he can. What,

does he look like
a bunny or
something?

Can he
fetch
a ball?

Can he shoot 
laser from 
the eyes?

Can he
fly?

Does he guard 
your house?Does he

sleep in
your bed?

Nadav
the 
star!

Nadav
the star!

What a
star you

are!Hey,
Bart and 

Nadav are 
here!

Let thefun begin!

Ladies and 

gentlemen,

I have

arrived!

SSWWOOOOSHSH
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Hey, that’s 
one catchy 

song!

Nadav
the star!

Nadav
the star!

Nadav

the star!

A bunny,
heh. What a 
dumb animal!

Ha, you’re 
hilarious,
Nadav!

HaHaHaHa

  HaHa
  HaHa

  HaHa

  HaHa

HaHa

  HaHa
  HaHa

HaHa  HaHaHaHa

  HaHa  HaHa

  HaHa Autumn
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And he’s 
not stupid, 

stupid!

Yeah, go to the 
end of the
line, bully!

You wait your
turn like everybody 

does, Boaz…
I asked 
you a 

question, 
nerd!

Ouch!

When is my turn
to play with that 

stupid mutt?

Oy! What gives??

POOF!POOF! SMACKSMACK SMACK
SMACK

Chapter 7
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Arf arf!

Come on,
Bart, we’re
going home.

Yeah!
Who do you 

think you are? 
Don’t annoy 
Nadav the

star!

You don’t
talk like that to 
Nadav the star!

Hey, that’s not fair!
Give him to me now!

Oh… I am
so sorry,

but reception 
hours are

over.

There,
I waited!

Now give the
dog already!

Nothing…

What’re you 
looking at?
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What…?

What’s for
dinner?

Yo…

CLANKCLANK
FLOPFLOP
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They only want 
to play with

Bart, you’re of
no interest to
           them.

You have no 
friends!

You’re obviouslyenvious of all thefriends I have!

He doesn’t
even care about
Bart; he’s just

using him to get 
attention.

PfFf, he totally lost it, 
believing himself

to be a star!

What? Why?? 
It’s not

   my fault I’m
   admired!

Oh,
right,
that’s
what I 
meant…

Was that you have to
give it all back…

Ouch
What your
father was

trying to say…

Can
I use
this??

Wow!
Is that a 
Tetris?!

Meir!
Will you step

in, please?

Some
friends…
no biggie.

What do you mean 
gifts? Who gave 

them to you?

Eh,
just some 

gifts.

Nadav, where 
did you get all 

that?

PokePoke
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You can play 
indoors

   with Bart.

What’s 
to like? 

Everybody’s 
stuck at 
home.

I thought
you

liked
winter.

         When will
this winter be

over already?!

No chance
of that 

happening!

Baloney!

And what happens
when they had enough

of Bart?

No way! They
love me so much

they call me
     Nadav the Star!

Winter

Chapter 8
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Come,
Bart, I’ll play 

with you.

Nadav! He just
wants some

attention from
his friend…

Can’t you stay 
alone for a 
moment??

Enough with the constant nagging and following me!

I’ll be happy
only when this 

annoying winter
is over.

Doesn’t it
make you 
happy?

I don’t get it, 
you wished 

for a dog for 
such a long 

time.

What’s
the use?

There’s nobody
here.
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Really? Great. 
Where’s
Nadav?

Hey, dad,
you must
see Bart 
jumping.

Good
boy!Jump!

Hi,
I’m home!Good boy!

Catch!
Now roll

over!

Totally!He’s waymore fun!

Playing with him
is more fun
than playing
with Nadav!

He’s a real 
genius, you 

know?
And fun!

Mom, mom!
You have to see
how I trained

Bart!

Come 
here!Arf arf HOPHOP
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Our heroes tried everything, but Lava Man only grew stronger.

What will be? What shall 
we do? Is all lost? Friends, please,one by one!

Joe P. Gossi,
Gossip Channel News.

Why are you two so lame?
Do you admit that Lava

Man is stronger than you are?

Uh, no! It’s
just that…

We’re, uh… not yet…

You are incomprehensible, 
mumbling as one.

Which of you is the leader?

Uh, hmm…
me, obviously. You?!!?

But I
can fly!

And I can
roar!

If you’re
that strong
why don’t
you defeat
Lava Man

by yourself?

Maybe 
I will!!

Great! Great!

Bye. I’m gone
for good!

Who needs you
anyway? You were
nothing before I

found you!N B

N B N B

N

B
N B

N
B
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              Nadav
the Star
  is back!!!

 Everybody’s
waiting

      for us!!

Come on, 
already!!

Come on,
Bart! Let’s

go out!

Soon as this stupid
winter is over, I can
play with my friends

again. They
must be dying

to see me 
already…

Hmm… okay… anyway,
if you change your mind,
we’re in the living room…

Bart, Bart, Bart!
All day long – Bart! Is there 
nothing else going on around

                  this house?!

Hey, kid
 why don’t
you come
and play

with Bart
    and us?

FLIP
FLIP

SCRATCH

Summer has 
arrived!
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Why aren’t
they thrilled

about you
anymore…

Why aren’t they 
thrilled about you 

anymore…

Maybe 
later.

I don’t
get it…

Shira,
do you wanna

pet Bart?

Nah, we’re
in the middle 

of a game.

Hi Guy, you probably didn’t 
hear; Bart and I are here. 

Wanna play with us?

I said that… 
Nadav the Star

is back…

SCRITCH
SCRITCH    SCRATCH

    SCRATCH

CricketsCrickets Chapter 9
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You are
no longer
a puppy.

I have bad 
news, you 
better sit 

down…

He’s bigger
than you!!!Heh,

what are
you on about? 

Sure he’s a 
puppy!

He’s no longer
a puppy,
stupid…

ZWIPPZWIPP
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Same as I am
stuck with
this carrot
consumer…

That’s it…
you’re stuck

with it…

What am
I supposed to 
do with him 

now?

Yep…
So, 

they’re 
no longer 
thrilled 

with your 
dog?

Cool…Feeding 
Bugs.

What are
you doing?

Hi…Hi…

I can’t believe
I missed it!
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NOOOO!Stop moving!
This will only
take longer!

Okay, 
okay…

Nadav!
Shower
him now!

Hmm… do 
Wet Ones 

count?

When did
you shower
him last?

What’s 
that?! 

Bart’s all 
smelly

and
muddy!Fine…

Hi, how 
was it 

outside?

It’s late…
Let’s go home.

He’s a real
carrot monster, 

this bunny…

I have to go to 
the grocer’s to 
buy a new pack 

of carrots.

     SLURP!     SLURP!
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Arf
    Arf

Enough with
the barking,
I’m trying
to rest!

Arf
Arf

Mop uphis pissalready!

Arf
Arf

Arf
    Arf

The neighbor complained;Bart went inher yard.

Your dogruined myshoes!

Now what?!

Nadav!!!
Why didn’t I
read the fine 

print?

Remember 
signing this?

         But they
weigh a hundred 

pounds!

Go out and 
buy a new 

pack.

Nooo!

No sofaaaast!!!

Now don’t forget
to take him for

a walk.

Good, I see
he’s showered.

Nadav, Bart is 
out of food.

Splash!
Splash!

CRUNCH
CRUNCHCRUNCH

CRUNCH
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Boaz! You
startled me…

Nadav
the star…

Where have all
your fans gone?

I’ll be
waiting
here…

Go on, go for a 
short round.

Wail.

We went out
an hour ago!

You’re joking!

Wail…

ZZZZ ZZZZZZ ZZZZ

SLAMSLAM

YAWN
YAWN

Chapter 10
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Arf arf!

Arf arf!

You’re all 
alone, nerd! 

No one
will help

      you now.

You didn’t really 
think you had
ones, right?

Hehe, they only 
used you!

Hehe. Or else?
You call your 

friends?

Leave me alone,
okay?But maybe the 

two of us can 
play together 

instead?

Hehe.
Truth is I don’t 

really want to play 
with it.

It’s a little
late. I have to go

back home.

You know.
Now that nobody 

else wants to
play with it.

What…?

I’ll help you. Maybe 
now I’ll get to play

with that special dog
     of yours.

You wanted 
something? I have 

to find my dog.
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I’ll whack you!I…
   I…

Stupid 
dog!

Thought 
you wanted 

to play.

G-get this
creature

away from
me!

GRRRRR

Eh?!

Arf arf arf!!!
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But 
together 

we are not 
afraid.

You dog is
just as cowardly 

as you are
nerd.

Don’t worry,
tiny one, no one’s going

to hurt you while
I’m around.

Eh?
Don’t you

dare!
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We are not afraid
of you.Want a team 

whacking?

Pfff

We are
a team!
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I should have
been nice to you

          even when you
           stopped being

              cute.

Hey… sorry I wasn’t
nice lately…

that wasn’t cool.

Haha.
enough! Stop!

We were amazing! Did you see
that?! We were like real-life Super 

Naddy and Super Buddy!
He simply ran away.

I can’t believe it 
really worked…

Arf arf!

And quit
bullying the 

other kids too, 
got it?

I think I’ll
go home now.

GRRRRRI was just
fooling around.

I wasn’t serious,
right?

Mommy!

GROOOOWL!!!

Okay, okay!
I promise!

     SLURP!     SLURP!
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Got a side 
stitch…

It’s not
fair…

you have
twice the

          legs…
Arf 
arf

Whare’s 
Nadav?

Hi, Bart.

Okay, okay,
so I cheated

a little!

Arf
    arf!Go!

Ready…
steady…

Race you back 
home, okay?

Eh, hmm…
good job

then, friend!

I have the most 
amazing dog on 

Earth!

You can shake
hands?

How about
we turn over a new 

leaf?

Not that you’re NOT 
cute! I meant, no
longer a puppy.

SSWWOOOOSHSH
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I have a dog!What 
happened?

Yeah,
what 

happened?

Your mood seems
to be better.

Haha

Night,
tiny one.

Let’s go to sleep,
Bart!

SLURP!
SLURP!

CLICK
CLICK
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Chapter 11

Buddy faced Lava Man but he stood no chance.

Ouc
h!

BOF
hehe,
this is

too easy!

Silly boy, yo
u 

really thoug
ht 

you could defeat 

me alone?

He is not
alone!

What are 
you doing 

here?

We are a team…
if we fall
we fall
together.

Gasp, that was so 
moving. I’d melt
if I weren’t liquid 

already.

What, nothing
can melt you? Nothing!

Except for 
water,

of course,
Why do you 

ask?

N

B

B

NB

NB
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Are you
thinking what
I’m thinking?

I’m
on it!

Hey, Lava Man?
Wanna play Tag?

Sounds nice,
but I have
a city to
burn up…

Whatever.
You couldn’t

catch me anyway…
Sure I 
could!

Ha-ha,
reversepsychologyalways works!

I’m gonna
get you!

I hope
this works,

Buddy!

See?
Nowhere
to run!

You’re
so right…

NB
NB

N

N

N
N

N

N

N
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Buddy! 
Now!

GROWL!!

NOOOO!!!

Yes!

Oh, no!

I am
 

shrinkkking!

You two totally
shrunk me…

You’re kinda 
cute when 

you’re small…

Honest? You think
I’m cute? Nobody ever
said that about me.

Maybe if
you stopped

burning
people’s

houses up
they’ll think
so too and
want to be 
friends.

Hmm...
this never

occurred to me…

N

N
B

B

N

B

NB

NB

N

B
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I have a few 
literary remarks, 
but must admit 
it was not at all 

shabby.

I really
liked Lava 

Man…

When does
the sequel
come out?Awesome!

Arf     arf!
The End!

Okay

And that was how Super Naddy and Super Buddy saved 
the day and even got a new friend!

Yes!!!

May I torch 
something small? 

Just an apartment…?

No!!!

Now let’s go clean
all the mess
you made…

N B

N

B

N
B
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He can
be the 
Carrot 

Monster…

I’m not 
afraid of 

you!

You think
Bugs will also

be in the
book?

Watch out,
I’m Lava

Man!

Don’t you worry!
Super Naddy

and Super Buddy
will be the leaders

of the pack.

Yes!!! Yes!!! Yes!!!

It might
be a band
of heroes.

Nice
idea…

What about
Super Guy-Guy? 
He can run fast

as lightning!

Her name will be
Super Shir-Shir, as she

can hypnotize people with
the sheer power of her 

poetry.

I think
Super Naddy
should have
a girlfriend.

SLURP!
SLURP!
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Hey!
Wait

for us!
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The kid in the photograph is I, Nadav. 
I was about eight at the time, and the cute
creature in my lap is Bart, who was my dog

and my best friend. 
This book is based on us and on stories from

my childhood in Tiberias, overlooking
the beautiful Kinneret, the Sea of Galilee. 

Ever since I was really small I used to draw and
make up stories, always dreaming that one day I will create 

cartoon characters that will be known the world over,
but I never thought I will become one myself!

Still, that was exactly what happened when I started work 
on my first book—I realized the stories I wanted to tell most 

were about my family, neighbors, my friends and myself,
as well as about cute Bart.

Welcome to our world!
Yours,  Nadav (the Blue Boy)

Nadav Nahmani is an animator,
illustrator and comic book artist.

Nadav studied arts at the Bezalel Academy of Arts
and Design Jerusalem. He has created many animation

videos and music videos for various artists.
In recent years, he used social media to present
short comic books that gained vast popularity. 

This is his first book in the Blue Boy series. 
Nadav was born and raised in Tiberias,

and he still loves gazing at the Kinneret. 




